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ABSTRACT
The constant lift rotor (CLR) employs a control input of
pitch moment to several airfoil sections which are free to pivot
on a continuous spar, allowing then to change their pitch to ob-
tain the desired lift. A flap-lag-torsion flutter analysis of
a constant lift rotor blade in hover was developed. The blade
model assumes rigid body flap and lead-lag motions at the root
hinge and each strip undergoes an independent torsional motion.
The results are presented in terms of root locus plots of complex
eigenvalues as a function of thrust. The effects of several par-
ameters (including strucural damping, center of gravity and elas-
tic axis offset from aerodynamic center, compressibility, pitch-
lag and pitch-flap coupling) ca p the blade dynamics are examined.
With a suitable combination of lag damper and pitch-flap coupling,
it is possible to design a constant lift rotor blade free from
flutter instability.
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Blade section dra.g coefficient
Blade section lift coefficient
Blade section moment coefficient
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UP Blade section normal velocity
'IT Blade section inplane velocity
V Blade section resulant velocity
XA Chordwise offset of pitch axis from aerodynamic center
e
(positive forward)
Xcg Chordwise offset of cg from pitch axis in terms of
blade length (positive aft pitch axis)
a Blade section angle of attack
s,^,ei Angular deflections
001CO Static deflections
Sp Precone
ss 14S
Initial settings
Y Blade lock number, 	 parct4/Ib
e Built-in twist
of
a. Rotor inflow ratio1
vS ,v^,ve Nonrotating natural frequencies of bladei
Ci Nondimensional coordinate, 	 ri/Z
P Air density
Q Solidity ratio
Induced angle,	 tan7l up/UT
St Rotor n-)tational speed
Vi
YJl`11 iR/iJLlL.i i^.i4Y
In conventional rotors, lift variation is arhieved by pitch
control input to blades. Flor a constant lift rotor (CLR),, the .
lift variation is achieved through a control input of pitching
moment to the blade and allowing the blade to change its pitch.
This helps to alleviate the oscillatory loads on the rotor.
Constant lift rotor employs a finite number of segments pivot-
ally mounted on a continuous spar and the pitch of each segment is
determined by the balance of centrifugal, aerodynamic, control, and
frictional forces. Each one of the airfoil strips is directed
through a control rod to ach.eve a desired amount of lift. There
is chordwise offset of elastic axis from aerodyr_-_..ic center (forward
direction) and the strips can float freely torsionally.
In the present paper, the flap-lag-torsion flutter of a con-
stant lift rotor blade in hovering is investigated. The equations
of motion for the shaft-fi-med dynamics are derived for a blade with
finite number of spanwise strips. These equations are linearized
about a trim static solution in hover. The blade is assumed to have
rigid body flap and lead-lag motions at the root hinge and, also,
each one of the segments can undergo independent torsional motion.
Quasi-static airfoil characteristics are used to obtain aerodynamic
forces (stalling is not considered, however). The results are pre-
smted in form of root locus plots of complex eigenvalues as a func-
tion of c /a. The effects of structural damping, cg and elastic
axis oftset from aerodynamic center, compressibility correction,
pitch-flap and pitch-lag coupling are studied.
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Fig. 1 presents the blade configuration considered for the
analysis. The blade consists of N rigid strips, .M- cmu*cted
to spar through torsional springE, and its flap and lead-lag
stiffnesses are represented by springs at hinges offset by a dis-
tance ex from the hub. The hinge sequence is flap inboard, lead-
lag and then torsional motions outboard. The flap angle B is pos-
itive up, the lead-lag ^ is positive forward, and the pitch angles
ei are positive nose up. The hub has a precone angle fop. The
blade rotates at a constant rotational speed Q.
The linear equations of motion are derived by assuming the
response consists of small perturbation motion (S,^,e1....eN)
about a steady deflection (00 ,;0). In general, terms up to second
order are retained in flap and lag equations, terms up to third or-
der are retained in torsion equations.
Flap eqn..
N
S + 2(0
 +sp) + (1+ 2 e+v 02 ) s + gss - E R m cc(ei+ei)
1 i
N
	
2 1 
xcgii ( EiL+l)( ei+ei ) = QS
/IbQ2	 (1)
Lag eqn..
N
- 2( o+sp)S + (2 e+v2+ q 	^ m.00 ap)ei
1 i
N
+ 2 1 xcgisiii+1){eoiei+2( o+s
p)ei} = Q;/IbQ 	(2)
Zbrsion eqn.:	 (ith strip)
R
.
 { 6 .- X
 
08+(1-t•v e 2 ) ei - (a +0 )-^os+ge e}
i	 i	 p	 i
+ !Xcgi {xagisiei 2 s i {^i+Ei+1) 
6+s)+ 2 s i ( F ii) Leoi^-2 ( o+Bp) ^a }
= Qe/IbS22	
(3)
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where 
%i 
is the ratio of torsional inertia of ith strip to b]ad
inertia Ib; 
Xcgi 
is the ratio of the chordwi .se offset of cg an
pitch axis to rotor radius (positive toward the trailing edge);
gs ,
 
94, ge arP the structural danping coefficients; vs , vC, vei
are the nonrotating natural frequencies of the blade (divided by s2).
It is assumed in the above derivations that the inertia properties
are uniform within each strip and 9i and si respectively repre-
sent strip beginning from hinge and strip width in terms of blade
length x. The QS , QC and Q  are the perturbation aerodynamic
i
moments.
The trim equations are:
N(1+ -32e+vs2 ) Po + (1+ 2) Sp - vs2ss - (Bo+sp) ^ 2 - -T i Xcgisi (ti+^i+l ) eoi
= QS /Ibn2
0
N
(2e+vC2 ) ^o - 
vC2Cs • 2 1 Xcgi i (&i+Ei+l
)e- (So+sp)2^o
= Q4 /IbQ2
0
where as and ^s are the initial settings of flap and lag hinge
springs (relative to the precoyed hub). QS and Q^ are the
0	 0
steady aerodynamic moments at the hinges.
The aerodynamic forces are obtained using quasi-steady air-
foil theory. The section lift, drag and moment about aerodynamic
center are:
(4)
I
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yL = hpTccR (a,M)
D = hpV2ccd
 (n.M)	 (5)
M = kp.?c2cac 	n
The section lift and drag coefficients c^ andcd are functions
of section angle of attack and Mach number.
3
cR = (c0+c1a)CR
ed = 60 + dla + 82a2 + Ocd 	(6)
CM = m0
i
The compressibility correction CR and Acd
 are
E
CR = 1	 M < c
1	 1-M	 M > c
	
(7)
M2 1-M
c
Acd
 = 1.65 (j aj-adiv)
= 0	 j al <a div
-where
adiv = .26(Ma M)
= 0	 M > Md
c and Md are respectively lift divergence and drag divergence
Mach numbers.
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Fig. 2 shows the section aerodynamic envir ammt. The flaw
velocity ompcnents along the shaft awes are tT and up and
6 
o in the pitch for the ith strip. The resultant flaw velocity
	
is then V = T+u 2	 a. The resolved aerodynamic M ants in
shaft axes are
N = L oos^ - D sink
	
C = L sink + D coso	 (8)
M = ac
where 0 is the induced angle of attack, tan lup /UT
The perturbation section aerodynamic forces and pitch moment
are
hpC [- P { V ( 1. R ^d ) + uT (C
R+McR ) —cdV
2 a	 a	 M
-
UP (cd+McdM) }
2
+ &i { UP  ( c -	 ) + ur^ (c+MC ) + c VT V	 R,, ^ 
c dQ	 V	 R RM	 P,
-
 UP
u
T (cd4Nb ) } + deo{VW Z,c^ up cd ) }J	 (9)
z
	
AC = hpc [ {- 
uT	
C -lu
	 ) +	 (c +NIC ) +c V
V	 R cc Z^dQ 	 V	 R	 V.M	 R
+ uVUT (cd+MC) }
u
+ t{VP (cR +mod) +uV T (cR+Mc R ) + cdV
=	 a	 M
2
+ V (cd d )}
+ deo{V(uPcR¢ 
u7pdQ ) 	(10)
'
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Am = 15pc2[6Up{-UTcm +2UPcm}
a
+ 6UT{Upcm +2UTcm}
a
+ 6eo{V2cm }	 (11)Q
and the steady forces are
o - -^ Pc{c RUTV-C p }
(12)
Co = )^PC{cZUP4,CdUTV}
The perturb- zion aerodynamic rraw nts required  for equations of
notion are
QS = f z (1-' o2 )rdN - r^ CNa - re Co
a
+ XeCo WN croseoi+dC - 4-neol ) + X e ^ (o coseoi 
o 
sineoi ) }dr
Q^	 - f {rdC + 8^ No ^dr	 (13)
o
C2Z
Qe = - I {XA oos6oidN+XA sine oidC+dM+MNc}dr
1	 ^jx	 e	 e
and the steady aerodynamic mamnts are
QSo	
91
= 0{(1- o2)r o+X e4o(ocoseoi 
o 
sineoi)}dr
Q^ = !R odr	 (14)
0	 0
where r is the radial distance from hinge and X 	 is the chord-
e
1 '
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y
F^
..r
<	
J
I & --a
I	 ^
I
t
i
F
wise offset of pitch axis from aerodynamic center (positive for-
ward). M. is the mnc•i nit atory aerodynamic pitch moment due
to unsteady thin airfoil theory.
XA	 XA
f	 = 4 H42c3{r%l + ^ ) - r(2 + c )8
XA 	XA 2 (14)
The flow velocity cagxments for haver are
Steady:
	 T = 99.{ (44,e)	 (00+0p)2}
(15)
up = Wxi + E (Wp) V
Perturbations: &i r = nk{E^ - v o+spw
(16)
dis = sul:d + C ( o+Rp) ^ + ^40B}
and perturbation pitch for small angle assumption
(IV-*XA )
ae = 8 +	 e e	 (17)
o	 i	 Q+e)Q i
where ^ = r/R and ai is the wake induced inflow ratio (divided
by Qz) and is assumed to be uniform within each strip for hover-
ing condition. The Ai is obtained by equating the thrust for
ith strip obtained from momentum theory and blade element theory
for a specified load distribution:
4
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ar 	^ 
fi	 (18)2 
(Ci+1 -&i )
where CT is the thrust coefficient and f  is the fractional
thrust produced by ith strip (ATi = fiT). The pitch settings
are obtained as
^ 2_^ 2
eoi - 6 cfi fi(	 3 3) + 2 ar i+1
3 i3
The resulting equations of motion for N-strips blade are
(19)
x111	M12 — — MI Nt2
M21 M22	 .. M2 Nt2
N131 M32 — - "'
	 e1
Mn+Z 1 N/2 Z 	 n%.2 N12 L N	 L
C , I	 CIZ
	
-	
-
C1 4(+2
C21	 C22 -	 - C2 jwrZ
C31	 C3Z - C3 Nf2 b1
N+2 (	 - -	 N12 N#Z eW
(20)
kit	 KIZ
	
-	 -	
K  W&
sl	 1<2 2 '	 -	 KZ M+2
= 0
K31	 K3:	 -	 k3 w*2 fit
klvl-2 1 kN+2 2 '	 KN+2 Nr2 H
The coefficients of these matrices are defined in appendix.
i
i
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PrIM-IAG AND PITH-FLAP COUPIaM
R)r constant lift rotors, control input to individual blade
strip is the pitch naTent; thus, it is assumed here that the pitch-
lag and pitch-flap coupling nanents for each one of the strips are
proportional to their torsional stiffness.
Flor i th strip
m	 R^Kj+2 i+2 1 1 R ^yi+2 i+2
The pitch-flap, coupling R 
Sand 
positive flap up, resulting in
pitch down control moment and the pitch-lagR, is positive lag
downback, resulting in pitch do control nraent. The inclusion of
these coupling moments modifies the stiffness matrix of resulting
equations.
Fbr ith strip
Pitch-flap coupling
Ki+2 1 2-- (K1+2 1)0  + R a K i+2 i+2
Pitch-lag coupling
Ki+2 2 = (K 1+2 2 )	 R^K i+2 i+2
where	 0 represents the blade without coupling.
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RESULTS AMID DISC:USSICN
The flutter stability is examined for a constant lift rotor
blade with lock number Y = 8.65; solidity ratio a = .088; pre-
cone RR^p = 3.50 ; hinge offset e = .04; chord to radius ratio
c/R = .D4 and no droop or sweep. The following airfoil charac-
teristics are used
C, = 5.7 a
cd = .008 + .023 a + .076 a2
m = -.02
The constant lift rotor blade consists of five strips with the
following properties
St7ih e 2 3 y s
Stkift width in
radius, ^,: .6 '^ •^
Tonsron ink'L&n.1F'c41'
.00018 •00003 •00003 •00003 .00003Inc'itcc,
	 RM;
ThSUst itio, f
-3s .IS .17 Ely .ly
For cmPressibility corrections, the lift divergence and drag diver-
gence Mach numbers are assumed to be 0.7. Results are also presented
for a conventional rotor blade (single strip) for ccuparision. Figure
3 shows the trim solution, the collective pitch as a function of thrust
for constant lift rotor as well as conventional rotor. For dynamic
results, the nondimensional eigenvalues (real and imaginary) are plot-
ted in the complex plane for increasing thrust c r/a .
-10-
Figures 4-6 present the dynamic stability of a single strip
blade. The first case considered is a conventional blade with
torsion frequency of w Q = s/rev am with no elastic axis/aero-
dynamic center offset tXpe = u) (Fig. 4). The blade is stable
except near zero thrust level where lead-lag node gets into a very
weak instability. However, with zero torsion frequency (we = 0)
and zero elastic axis offset (X = 0), the blade becanes very
unstable (Fig. 5). The lead-la q instability expands up to higher
thrust levels; and at still higtxr thrusts, torsion divergence takes
place. With inclusion of elastic axis effect of	 = .12c, the,Ae
blade becomes torsionally stiff (clue to aerodynamic forces) (Fig.
6). The lead-lag mode is still unstable and it becanes more and
more violent with increasing level of thrust. The flap mode also
gets into a weak instability at low-i-thrusts.
Figure 7 shows the results for a constant lift rotor blade
with five strips, freely floating torsionally (w8i = 0), and
with elastic axis offset (Xp e, = .12c). All the seven eigen-
values are plotted here. The nature of two lowest danped modes
which happen to be flap and lag modes is very similar to single
_	 strip case (see Fig. 4). The Torsion modes of different segments
are quite stable and therefore in subsequent figures only flap and
lag modes are plotted.
In Figures 8(a)-(b), the effect of elastic axis offset from
the aerodynamic center (X) on the blade dynamics of constant
Filift rotor is presented.	 r X	 = .1`,^, the flap and lead-lag
moles are hardly different from 
del 
those for the blade with
Xp^ _ .12c. The offset XA,, primarily affects the different
i
torsion modes, in fact, with increasing XAe, the torsional modes
become stiffer, as expected.
Figures 9(a)-(b) show the influence of the og offest fran
elastic axis, Xcg (positive toward trailing edge) on the blade
dynamics. For Xcgi = .12c (cg coincidental with aerodynamic
center), the flap and lag modes are chan3ed very much and also
torsional frequencies are reduced fran that of the blade with
X4::gi = 0. (Fig. 9(a)). Also, for some lower thrusts, the lag
mode gets into static divergence. For X
cgi 
= .060 (c.g. lying
midway between the elastic axis and the aerodynamic center), the
nature of flap and lag nudes is quite similar to that of blade
with Xcg = 0. (Fig. 9(b)).
i
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•In Figures 10-11, the influence of structural damping on
the dynamics of constant lift rotor blade is shown. The flap
mode instability, which was mild, can be easily stabilized with
a low level of flap dmeer (Fig. 10). On the other hand, the
lag mode instability becomes increasingly violent with higher
thrusts, needs a fairly big lag danper to stabilize it (Figs.
11(a) and 11(b)).
Figures 12-18 show the effects of pitch-flap and pitch-lag
coupling on the blade stability. The inclusion of positive pitch-
flap coupling (pitch down mrment with flap up) increases the cross
coupling stiffness (k i+2 1) for ith strip. This destabilizes
the flap node somewhat	 (Fig. 12(a)). The opposite effect is
seen with negative pitch-flap coupling which stabilizes the flap
mode. (Fig. 12(b)). The addition of positive pitch-lag coupling
(pitch down moment with lag back) stiffens the lag node slightly,
however, with little effect on its stability. (Fig. 13(a)). Again,
with the negative pitch-lag coupling, the lag mode gets softened
but the instability region is nearly the same (Fig. 13(b)).
Figure 14 shows the effect of oompressibility for a blade
with tip Mach number of .6(XA = .12C). The general behavior
e
is similar to the blade reglecting the ocapressibility effects,
particularly for low thrusts.
Figure 15 presents the blade dynamics with a suitable combi-
nation of lag damper (g, _ .5) and pitch-flap coupling (R S = -.3)
:	 for a constant lift rotor (XA = .12C, Xog = 0). The blade is
ei
	
quite stable in the covered range of thrust. The same oanbination
of lag damper and pitch-flap coupling is also used for another
blade configuration (XA = .12C, X	 = .06C). In Figure 16ei	 ^i
the blade is shaven to be stable except at very high thrusts
( > .2) the lag mode gets into static divergence.
-12-
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The flap-lag-torsion flutter of a constant lift rotor in
hover has been investigated. The CZR blade consists of a finite
number of strips pivotally mounted on the spar and their torsional
stiffness is attained through the elastic axis offset from the
aerodynamic center. The perturbation equations of ration were
derived, retaining the higher order steady terms. The dynamic
results for multi-strip constant lift rotor are quire similar
to-those of a single strip blade under the same enviroment.
The effects of several parameters on the blade dynamics
were examined, including structural clamping, cg and elastic
axis offset from aerodynamic center, compressibility correction,
pitch-lag and pitch-flap coupling. With a suitable conbinaticon
of lag damper and pitch-flap coupling, it is possible to design
a constant lift rotor blade free from aeroelastic instability.
-13-
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APPENDIX
I.. Inertia Matrix "M"
M^Z = 0
N1^_ — T Xc3j ti^ ^ t fit,) — Rini To
	
z1	 o
M22 - o
N2	 X
2 ^^ i  `t t ^itl ^ OlG
x h•
	
l	 2 c^i t	 c	 i +i	 '"1 o	 g R y jQ	 2
M^ 2 —
	 z`^^ 
A	 t 'i +l 00i
M^ = R"t +3x^hi+g R L -(R^t 2 ^R +1R^/2]I1
2. Damping Hatrix "C"
(a) Structure
C1i	
= lt3
CZ	 z(^+')
C11	 0
CZ 1 	 —2(^+^)
C2 2
 =
14
C1 
k = 
3 
X`9i Si ( 7i t Ti., ) ( P + '6' )
Ckl = o
CIC z =. - 3 lei Si 1 i + 7[' ^^ +
C§ h = 11-vi tai
(b) Aerodynamics
z 
)RR +(t-4 2!1 —^ o }+ r3 {^ih'I +e RZ
t Xae` TO R? Cos Soi l]
Cl2 "' 2 C L r4 f PT o R3 + (I —I 2— r02	 + r3 'A4 RSRS 4 e Ryt
+ xne11 fo Ry cos Goi ^J
z 7 ^ rs {^s( I -ZPTZ ) +^fp R6 tlz{e R5+2iR6 +X49 Rs Cos ^!i
C21 _ 2C I9 , PTSo 4 +0	 fr2)^1^ + 13	 S, ♦ eS?.^ i^	 J
NC22 = 2 z 1 11 f PT o^ S3 +^l —^	 + z3 {? s3+e$y }1
2	
J
Cz k = i ►^	
yI3 
rT S6	 T) $5 i IZ ^ a^ 56 + e s ^^
Chi 	 —Z [ I2 (Ii Tl +e T2 ) + I3{^r, tP- .2  terZ) T lJ
1	 Qf	 (/ Qz
•	 k2 - — 2 LZz^^i , +.e Ty` +r3f TLT3f-R rT ^Ty^J
C4  _ —Y7^IZTTS(I—
 FT, ) + FT T ^ +jl^eTs+ a,T'6
tic( ^.
+
x9'(	 2.
8 R
	
K	 Rc
is
3. Stiffness Matrix "K"
(a) Structure
k^^ = 
1 ♦- e + 
Y2
kl2 = b
kz, = o
K22 
— 
ze +yz
hZ 
_ _Rm` ( ^ +gyp)
K^ 2
 = — R,,,^ (p +p 
Xc
kh
(b) Aerodynamics
	
i	 C 13 f R R, teR^)_^r(a^ R3f-eRy )I+Iy(^o^z— Ry^}
	
kr 2 = —2	 [ r3 f r^ (2jk, +e Rz )I+ r,&X. —^ 19n
+ act. (gam cos Pot. + Bc Si" 000 1
k^ = — z CIy I's 0f'r2 r f:T ^ k6 ^ + ^^e(^ — z ^TZ)ks
	
t (a^	 + er fo — 
	
c p2 R6 + : FT ^a ^i k'7 + Xe` yo RS COS 00z. }
f rz Ile' Rs t e ^^ '6
	 27 k'7	 AC )
16
K
Nk2 1 "- Y
- 
5 t 13 f (v (at SI 	 z e — 1-r (^C S^, Pay) r, S2_^TSol
k2
 
 = i
	
[ 13f Pr O Sl +e Ss)] +'T4 ( FT SZ)^
r
^
	 Q
kz ^ = i 4 ry{`^ - ^? ) SSt T^ T.	 +r3^?e(^-^ rT^Ss
+(a^+e^r^o.-^ a^ p 2 ) S"6 ^+ I2 fe 2S5 + a^ e S6 +AN]
k^i1 = — z rz ( 2i TO T t('.^aTz —^^ ^rT3_ e^rTti^^r3(^oTZ—PTT ))
[ I3 € 
	
FT=) T5 , ^T6
 - TZ Qe(
	 PT )Ts +244 Ai T7
z
+	 el-sT. ^ipT2 ^T6I +1,fe2T5 t T^ tI- eT1,
where
FT	 +gyp
(xget { 1-C) It
Eon + ojC') + (Co +C,6c► ,)(CR + M CAN 1
kz = — C, CR — (do + di 80C + dg boL , d CS
R; = — C, (oR + M ckM ) _(do i- d, P + dz Oo, + dCs + hl dCz
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Figure 1.-- Schematic of the N-strips blade model considered; the hinge
sequence is flap, gag, torsions; flap motion S positive up,
lead-lag motion ^ positive forward, torsion 6 1 positive
nose up.
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Figure 2.- Blade section aerodynamics.
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Figure 3.- Pitch settings for individual strips as a function of thrust.
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Figure 4.- Root loci for a single strip (conventional) blade
for we = 5 and XAe = 0
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Figure 5.- Root loci for a single strip blade for we = 0 and XAe = C
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Figure 6.— Root loci for a single strip blade for we = 0 and X Ae = .12c
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(a) C.G. offset from elastic axis Xcg = .12c (aft)
(c.g. coincidental with aerodynamic center)
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(b) C.G. offset from elastic axis Xcg = .06c (aft)
Figure 9.- Flap-lag roots for we = 0 and XA e = .12c
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Figure 10.- Flap-lag roots for we 0 and X
Ae	
12c with flap
structural damping (g B	.1)
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Figure 11.- Flap-lag roots for we = 0 and XA 
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(a) Pitch-flap coupling Rs - .3.
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(b) Pitch-flap coupling RS = -.3.
Figure 12.- Flap-lag roots for we - 0 and X Ae - .12c.
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Figure D.- Flap-lag roots for we - 0 nd XAe = .12c.
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Figure 14.- Flap-lag roots for we = 0 and XAe - .12c
with tip Mach number mT - .6
(compressibility effect).
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Figure 15.- Flap-lag roots for we = 0 ;
 XAe = .12c, R^
and lag structural damping g, _ .5.
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Figure 16.- Flap-lag roots for we = 0, XA = .12c,
Xcg = .06c, RS = .-3 and structural
lag damping g^ = .5.
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